
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE JADON SKELLENGER STORY 
Intrinsically Motivated 

By Al Fontes 
 

2019 U15 WORLD CHAMPION 



In life, we only get one shot at it. That is the one shot at reaching our full 

potential in the journey we call life. There are no second chances or 

rewinds in the process, but in light of this reality, we are provided one 

simple caveat. For instance, during the course of our life, we have the 

opportunity to learn and grow from our shortcomings and failed 

experiences. Thereby, we should not permit any of our failures or even 

demons of doubt to deter us from reaching our full potential or the outcome we desire. Always 

moving forward and learning from our experiences is more important than anything else in the 

process. What is destiny? According to Merriam-Webster dictionary, DESTINY is defined as: what 

happens in the future: the things that someone or something will experience in the future. I have 

been involved with wrestling for over four decades and have observed my share of exceptionally 

talented wrestlers. One wrestler in particular that I have had the distinct pleasure to meet recently, 

who in my opinion is destined to reach great heights in wrestling and life, is seventeen year old 

Jadon Skellenger of Meridian, Idaho. Without a doubt, Jadon’s focus and commitment to reach the 

pinnacle of our great sport is unparalleled for a kid his age. Not one accolade he has achieved thus 

far has been automatic, given to him, or unchallenging. The common denominator for his successes 

has been in his vision, unmitigated focus, sacrifice, and determination to excel to the highest level, 

which to date has established him as one of America’s top wrestling young prospects. His journey 

thus far has been very interesting and impressive. Jadon’s journey has just begun and his future is 

yet to be written, so let me take you back in time to the genesis of his mat career and journey.  

 

The setting was no different than any other local or state level tournament held across America. 

The high school gymnasium was jam packed filled with hundreds of grade school wrestlers, 

screaming coaches, parents, and fans. The event was the October 2009 California World Challenge 

held on the campus of Clovis West High School in the Central Valley, among the hotbeds of prep 

wrestling in the country. Representing the Concord Youth Center (CYC) in the Rookie 45 pound 

weight group, Jadon sprinted to the center of the mat with sheer determination, ready to do battle 

for the first time in his mat career (match refereed by California Hall-of-Fame recipient Rick 

McKinney). Only 5 years of age, Jadon wasted no time attacking his opponent with a double leg 
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shot to immediately secure the first takedown of the match and then a near fall…From the first 

whistle to the final seconds of the match, Jadon showed a great deal of promise for a very young 

novice in the sport; great hips, constant movement, mat awareness, and always battling for 

position. He looked very confident and comfortable on the mat, as if it were natural. The outcome 

in this high scoring match was a convincing win for Jadon. Immediately after getting his arm raised 

in victory for the first time, he ran to the edge of the mat into the arms of his mother, Amy, and 

then father, Brian in celebration. Despite ultimately finishing second in his first competition, It was 

at this moment; Jadon was hooked on wrestling and from this point forward he has not stopped 

competing and pursuing his goals.  

 

Rewind the calendar back several months from Jadon’s first 

tournament competition at the California World Challenge 

and hindsight would have told us that all leading indicators in 

his day-to-day life as a four year old were subliminally pointing 

in the direction of wrestling. Never participating in organized 

sports during his childhood, Jadon’s father, Brian, knew that 

he wanted to do the opposite with his children and provide 

them with the opportunity to partake in some type of sport or 

extracurricular activities. The first introduction to any organized 

extracurricular activity came in the form of a father and son soccer league where from the start 

Jadon was so assertive on the field that he was often encouraged to take breaks from play. Next 

came T-Ball, the predecessor to possibly playing Little League Baseball in the future years to come. 

Strike two, it didn’t take long for Jadon to disapprove and want to move on to something else. 

According to his father, the concept of T-Ball made no sense to Jadon or appealed to him. Nothing 

seemed to appeal to him. Then out of left field, while sitting in his child seat on a ride home from 

T-ball, Jadon spouted out “I want to wrestle in college someday.” His parent’s immediate response 

was, “what do you mean, wrestling…WWE?” From that point forward in the conversation, Jadon 

was determined and insisted that he wanted to wrestle. Ironically, the concept, viewing it on 

television, or any discussion of wrestling, had never taken place in their household. To this day, 

Jadon sporting his CYC Camp shirt 

 



neither Jadon, nor his parents are able to pinpoint where his idea of wrestling or influence to 

compete in college came from. Regardless, it was Jadon’s proposal that sent the Skellenger family 

on a trajectory to unknown territory.  

 

Not having any conceptual framework of wrestling or where to initially look for opportunities, 

Jadon’s mother, Amy, scoured the internet for several days and eventually came upon an 

upcoming youth camp that was being held at the Concord Youth Center (CYC) in the East Bay Area 

of California. Unbeknownst to Amy, the CYC was nationally recognized as one of the top Greco-

Roman development clubs led by then Head Coach Mark Halvorson, a member of the 2016 

Olympic coaching staff (Note: To date, CYC has produced several world team members, 1 Junior 

World Medalist, 40 National Champions, 135 All-Americans, 230 State Champions, and more 

recently 2016 Olympic Greco team member Robby Smith and 2021 World Greco Team Member 

Peyton Omania). When Amy and Brian presented Jadon with the opportunity to attend the CYC 

camp, it was obvious from the beginning that he was very excited and ready to go. His sense of 

enthusiasm to wrestle far exceeded any other sport activity attempted in the past. Despite the 

youngest age allowed to enter the camp being 5 (Jadon was 4 ½ , but turning 5 within a month), 

his mother fibbed about his age and with a “thumbs up”  from camp coach Kenneth Cook, Jadon 

was given the opportunity to try out for at least a day and go from there. By days end, it was not 

difficult to surmise that Jadon had a great time and wanted to remain at the camp. With the 

validation from Coach Cook, Amy was assured that her son was more than welcome to complete 

the remainder of the five day camp. It was at that point that Jadon was presented with his 

“yellow” camp t-shirt, an outward sign that he was part of something special. Moving forward, 

Jadon wasted no time making new friends, but it was the Chavez Brothers, Jon Jay and Jaron, that 

he gravitated to for the remainder of the camp and beyond (The Chavez brothers eventually each 

won a National Fargo title while Jon Jay earned a Bronze at the Cadet World Championships and 

NCAA All-American honor for Cornell University). By camps end, Jadon had the time of his 

life…wrestling was a great fit for him, especially for his strong and aggressive temperament type. It 

was crystal clear that he was now in his element. 

 



His parents wasted no time and immediately signed him up to attend the weekly practices held at 

the CYC. Without missing a beat, Jadon attended each and every practice for his age group 

(approximately 45 minutes), but also insisted that he remain at the club to train with the next age 

group above his, often spending up to three hours each day. This trend continued day after day 

without any sign of slowing down. We’re talking three hours each day, except on Sunday. That is 

approximately eighteen hours a week, an unprecedented norm for a young child his age. Even CYC 

Head Coach Mark Halvorson advised Jadon to pace himself and take some time off, not to burn 

out, but was met with resistance and a refusal to stop. This new scheduled impacted the 

Skellenger’s daily life significantly. Considering Jadon’s father owned and operated a locksmith 

shop in San Jose and mother managed a day care, as well as raising both their children, Jadon and 

daughter (Victoria) presented many logistical and day-to-day life challenges, but they made it work 

for the family. Having other parents, such as the Chavez brother’s mother, Elisa, watch over Jadon 

at practice from time to time helped out a great deal (Note: prior to, Amy never let anyone watch 

over her children). Regardless of the challenges that lay ahead, both Brian and Amy were 

determined to provide their children with every opportunity possible, regardless of the many 

sacrifices required to make it work. This effort was mirrored by the coaching staff at CYC, more 

specifically coaches Kenneth Cook and Enktur Badamsaikahan, who provided Jadon the essential 

environment, coaching dynamic, and leadership to keep him motivated and challenged to grow 

and excel to the level he inspired to reach.  

 

“From the first day Jadon walked into the CYC, all he wanted to do 

was wrestle and watch wrestling. No one asked him if he wanted to 

wrestle, or told him needed to wrestle. He wanted to do it all on his 

own. I believe that motivation that he had at 4 years old is what has 

driven him the to the success he is having today.”  

- Kenneth Cook  

 

 



Coincidently, Jadon was recognized by 2x Olympian Ahad Javansalehi of Iran while competing at 

the Kids Western Regionals in Pocatello, Idaho. A coach with the Suples Wrestling Club in Idaho, 

Ahad had observed all of Jadon’s matches and stated to his parents that he displayed great 

potential to compete internationally someday, which at the time was not even a thought in the 

Skellenger household. Nonetheless, a seed was planted in the mind of Jadon that not only 

validated he was destined to wrestle, but his exceptional work ethic was being recognized by 

world class athletes. For his exceptional work ethic and commitment to be the best he can be, 

Jadon was presented the CYC “Most Dedicated Wrestler” award at the annual club banquet. An 

award well-deserved, Jadon became the youngest CYC wrestler to ever receive this recognition at 

the age of 6.  

 

After several years of training and competing for the CYC, Jadon showed no change in his focus or 

had he slowed down in his overall commitment to excel on the mat. His love for the sport was 

evident in his demanding schedule, work ethic, and enthusiasm during competition. To this point 

of his journey, Jadon had already logged in hundreds upon hundreds of hours of training, but was 

continuously seeking older and more experienced wrestlers to train with…constant improvement 

was the motto he lived by each and every day. Now, at the age of 7, Jadon and his family traveled 

to the city of San Jose each day to train under the well-respected and accomplished Palomino 

family. Leading the Palomino Academy was father and son duo, Rick, Sr. and Rick, Jr, each 

California State Champions and All-Americans during their era at Independence High School, a top 

level program at the time.  Jadon’s transition from the CYC to the Palomino Academy was driven 

by his desire to train and compete against older and more competitive kids his age. His extensive 

training schedule from this vantage point forward continued without hesitation, Monday through 

Saturday, each and every week of the year (The month of August is the only down time of the 

year). Among the early leading indicators that Jadon’s hard work and commitment was beginning 

to pay off was on full display when he won his first big prize competing in the California Triple 

Crown Series (kids Bantam Division), meaning that he won the state tournament in freestyle, 

Greco-Roman, and Folkstyle.   

 



Following his first big accomplishment of winning the California Triple Crown in 2012 (age 8), Jadon 

also excelled on the national stage as well, winning an age group national championship in Greco-

Roman and earning All-American honors in freestyle and Folkstyle. It was at this point in his 

journey where he and his father had a serious conversation about total commitment and striving 

to be the best he can be at any sport or life in general. According to Jadon, his parents assured him 

that they would take him anywhere to train in order to be with the best competition and 

environment possible to succeed, but only if he was totally focused and committed. Without any 

hesitation, Jadon told his parents that he wanted to be the best in the world and compete at the 

Olympics someday…to be an Olympic and World Champion.  

 

“From the first day he stepped on the mat at CYC, Jadon always 

expressed his desire to wrestle the bigger, tougher, and older 

kids…Never shied away from a tougher challenge.”  

        - Amy Skellenger 

. 

Shortly after winning the Triple Crown Series and performing very well at the Kids National 

Championships, the Skellenger family discussed and evaluated their next possible move. With a 

great deal of thought, Jadon’s parents felt it was necessary to take the next step in Jadon’s 

journey. In short order, the Skellenger’s packed their bags and moved to the city of Clovis, home of 

the top high school programs in the state and nation. It is well known within the wrestling circles 

that the Central Valley, more specifically the Clovis area, is the hotbed of wrestling in California, 

where elementary, middle, and high schools have among the most highly competitive programs in 

the state and country. Jadon’s new setting now placed him within the core of wrestling country, 

where wrestling is not just another sport, it’s KING. The Clovis Unified School system is known to 

be among the best in the state, where many of the core values adhered to in the academic 

community stem from the past leadership of Floyd “Doc” Buchanan, a well-respected 

Superintendent from the 1970s. Simply put, it’s an integral part of day-to-day life, a culture woven 

in the fabric of the Clovis community. For the next year, Jadon trained under the leadership of 



accomplished Coach Troy Tirapelle of Buchanan High School (3x CA State Champion/All-American). 

Despite being in a new setting, Jadon’s training regimen and competition cycle had remained the 

same, but with one exception; his family dynamic was significantly changing. After managing the 

family locksmith business for several years, Jadon’s father returned to his past occupation as a 

commercial fisherman in Alaska, which required him to be away from the family for several 

months out of the year (Note: The Skellenger’s still owned the business during the relocation until 

2013). With the tough economic times, this change was necessary for the family. This separation 

left Jadon’s mother with the task of managing all logistical needs to not only meet Jadon’s 

demanding training and competition obligations, but also working as a bookkeeper for their 

locksmith business and raising both her children. Regardless of these challenges, the Skellenger 

family was more than committed to meet them.  

 

“My wife and I felt it was important to place Jadon in the best 

wrestling environment possible as he progressed closer to the 

middle and high school ranks.” 

      - Brian Skellenger 

 

The year 2013 was definitely a turning point for Jadon, his family, and wrestling career moving 

forward. The month of November is usually a time of the year where families usually take a break 

from the daily rigors of life and enjoy the holiday season; Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Years, etc., 

but the reality for those involved with wrestling know differently. Always looking for means to 

expand upon Jadon’s opportunities and experiences, his mother came across a brochure for a 

Thanksgiving camp being held at the Suples training facility in the greater Boise, Idaho area. 

Without hesitation, she presented this opportunity to Jadon and was met with overwhelming 

excitement, especially knowing that his wrestling buddies from CYC, Jon Jay and Jaron Chavez were 

planning to attend too. Jadon was more than ready to make the long trip (The Chavez brothers 

were now living in the Boise area and competing for Suples WC). As expected, Jadon took full 

advantage of the opportunity to train with the Chavez brothers and others at the Suples camp. 

Only 9 years of age, Jadon couldn’t get enough of the Suples experience and told his mother that 



he belonged there and that he wanted to live there and train for Coach Ivan Ivanov. Fully 

committed to following his dreams, the Skellenger family weighed all their options and agreed that 

this change was necessary and made the trek to Idaho around March of 2014. Considering that 

Jadon’s father was up north commercial fishing off the coast of Alaska, his mother, Amy, had a 

large undertaking to prepare for; pack the entire house, apply to new schools for the children, 

purchase a new home, travel hundreds of miles out state, and then settle Jadon and his younger 

sister, Victoria, into a new home in a matter of a few months. This was a daunting task, but with 

sheer determination, she made it happen.  

 

For the Skellenger family, the big move to Boise, Idaho in 2014 felt right from the beginning. The 

Suples Wrestling Club was home to owner/founder and Head Coach, Ivan Ivanov from Gurkovo, 

Bulgaria. Coach Ivanov is among the most well-respected Greco-Roman wrestlers in the world. 

Competing Internationally for Bulgaria during the 1980s and 90s, Ivanov earned several European 

and World level accolades, which include a World Silver medal in 1994 and placing 5th at the 1996 

Olympic Games in Atlanta. From the first day that Jadon entered the Suples training facility, he felt 

at home and thrived each and every day. Unbeknownst to many, the Suples training facility was 

designed and constructed for the wrestler; two Olympic size wrestling mats, climbing ropes, pull-

up bars, and a multitude of training equipment (e.g., Bulgarian bag) spread throughout the facility, 

which was conceptualized and designed by Ivanov to simulate many of the mental and physical 

effects experienced during a wrestling match. For the first couple of years at Suples, Jadon trained 

under the leadership of Coach Ivan Delchev (Coach Ivanov spent a large percentage of his time 

running the facility, camps, and other business related functions), also a top tier wrestler from 

Bulgaria, who had won five Bulgarian National Championships and a multitude of world level 

coaching accomplishments in Europe and here in the United States (More specifically in Idaho). 

Competing in all three styles, Jadon wasted no time during his first year at Suples and won the 

Idaho State Championships (Greco), as well as the Western Regionals, earning “Outstanding 

Wrestler.” It was the departure of Delchev in 2016 that Coach Ivan Ivanov took Jadon under his 

wing and introduced him to a training structure that would prepare him for the high demands of 

international level competition in the years to come.   



During the next several years at Suples, under the new direction of Ivanov, the training 

environment was demanding and intense for Jadon, but he embraced it like any other challenge 

that came his way. Simply put, to train for Coach Ivanov meant 100% commitment and focus, no 

half measures (Note: Suples Coach Mitko Georgiev has also been an integral part in Jadon’s growth 

and development at Suples). Not only was Jadon progressively training and climbing the ladder for 

each age group of national level competition, he was also entering the international circuit in 

Europe, which is ground zero for a majority of the top Greco wrestlers in the world (all levels). In 

addition to earning numerous Idaho state, regional, and national level accolades, Jadon earned his 

first international medal at the Netherlands International Easter Tournament in 2017 (Silver) and 

capped off the 2018 circuit with a Silver medal in both Greco and Freestyle at the Cadet Pan 

American Games. Furthermore, he earned a Gold at the Malurcupen tournament in Sweden, Le 

Creusot Open Cup in France, and then the Tallinn Open in Estonia in 2019, where he won both the 

freestyle and Greco-Roman styles. The Tallinn Open is among the largest and most prestigious 

tournaments in Europe. It was at this point in Jadon’s journey that he began making a name for 

himself at the international level, a good sign considering the United States U15 World Team Trials 

were just around the corner.  

 

The stage was set for Jadon to compete at the U15 World Team Trials in Papillion, Nebraska, 

another opportunity to climb the ladder of international competition, more specifically 

representing the United States at the World Championships in Budapest, Hungary. Having already 

earned his third Triple Crown honor and Gold medals (Freestyle/Greco-Roman) at the Tallinn Open 

to his resume, Jadon wasted no time at the trials and dominated each opponent that came his way 

to make his first world team at 62 kg. Similar to any world level competition, the road to the top 

podium is far from easy. Without a doubt, to succeed, the margin of error must be very low and 

one has to be on their game to reach to achieve this pinnacle. For Jadon, all that he had achieved 

to this point, coupled by the countless hours of Suples training, placed him in the right position to 

reach his next milestone. From the first whistle, Jadon wasted no time and dominated his first 

opponent, Angelo Olivera of Brazil and followed with a technical fall over Kazakhstan’s Tangirkul 

Aibek (eventual Bronze medalist) in the semi-finals, setting the stage for the championship final 



against Hlib Firsov of Ukraine.  Down 6-0 late in the second period, Jadon dug very deep and 

launched an aggressive rally in the waning seconds of the match to secure his first world title by a 

very slim margin, 7-6.  

 

Any form of celebration after winning his first world title was short lived. In Jadon’s mind, it was a 

major milestone achieved, but only another step in his journey towards his ultimate goal of 

achieving a World and Olympic Gold someday. There was still a lot of work ahead to prepare for 

future state, regional, national, and world level competitions, but with one major challenge taking 

the entire world by surprise. The year 2020 will be remembered by many as a time in history 

where the norms and day-to-day functions of the world were completely altered by the COVID-19 

pandemic. Not only were our lives put on hold, the traditional way of doing business significantly 

changed. The sport of wrestling was not immune to this new reality. Despite the cancellation of 

many wrestling events throughout the state, nation, and the world, Jadon continued his intense 

day-to-day training regimen at Suples. Gradually through time, the cancellation of tournaments 

subsided during the 2021 national and international competition cycle. Prior to the Cadet World 

Team Trials, Jadon competed at the Western Regional Championships, winning titles in both Junior 

freestyle and Greco. Additionally, he was voted the tournaments “Outstanding Wrestler.” 

Considering that the number of preliminary competitions throughout the early part of the 

pandemic were very limited, the Western Regionals more than prepared him for the trials where 

he earned a spot in both the freestyle and Greco finals, coming home only with a title in Greco and 

an opportunity to compete at his second world championships. Furthermore, Jadon was voted the 

best Cadet Greco wrestler in the country, earning the “Outstanding Wrestler” award for his 

dominant performance in the 65 Kg weight division (Note: Jadon lost to Maryland’s Meyer Shapiro 

in the freestyle final, who went on to win the Cadet World Championships). 

 

Entering the 2021 Cadet World Championships in Budapest, Hungary was no different than any 

other competition Jadon had competed in years past. With the exception of the challenges 

brought on by the pandemic, his training, preparation, both mental and physical were on course 

and more than sufficient to prepare him for the next level of world level competition. In the 



preliminary round, Jadon battled his opponent from Lithuania for two hard rounds, dominating 

every position to win by a convincing score of 9-0.  His next match against Bulgaria was much the 

same, only lasting just over a minute with Jadon winning easily by technical fall. Then, what 

appeared to be business as usual, Jadon took an early 3-0 lead against his quarter final opponent 

from India that unfortunately took a major turn for the worst midway through the first period. 

Beginning the second round behind 4-3, Jadon wasted no time and aggressively went after his 

opponent, sharing a series of tilts, but quickly found himself trailing far behind after being caught 

on his back and then thrown in a high amplitude throw. In the end, his opponent’s unorthodox 

style and power proved too much, resulting in a 14-6 loss. Unfortunately, in international 

competition, if one loses a match prior to the semi-final, their opponent must win the semis in 

order to carry them back into the repechage rounds (French term, repecher, which means rescue 

or one more chance) to compete for a bronze medal. Since his quarter final’s opponent lost in the 

semis, Jadon’s bid to earn another world level medal was over. Regardless of this shortfall, Jadon 

did not let it deter him. In fact, it did the complete opposite and motivated him to increase his 

mastery of technique and knowledge of Greco…Continuous improvement and adapting to new 

techniques and strategies was now an integral part of his daily training and preparation for the 

future challenges that lay ahead.  

 

As we look back at the beginning of Jadon’s wrestling journey, which began just over thirteen years 

ago, it is safe to say that his focus, determination, and drive to be the best he can be is 

unparalleled by most his age. His actions speak volumes. From the very first day that he set foot on 

the CYC mat at age 4 to this very day, Jadon has not slowed down a single bit in his daily training 

regimen to achieve each and every milestone placed in front of him. Personally, I have had the 

opportunity to witness Jadon during his training sessions at Suples and can say without hesitation 

that he is very determined and in the zone. Since his early beginnings, Jadon has been mentored 

and coached by many of the top coaches in the game with Suples’ Ivan Ivanov and Mitko Georgiev 

taking him under their wing for the last seven plus years. With well over 12,000 hours of training 

under his belt, there are no signs of him slowing down in his pursuit of wrestling for an Olympic 

and World Championship someday. Ever since Jadon told his parents that he wanted to wrestle, it 



has truly been a journey for him and his family. The support system that has been established from 

the start is a major part of his success. Not only has Jadon’s family had to make many sacrifices 

through the years, the thousands of miles they have traveled for his competitions, along with 

facilitating all other family functions, has been a large but necessary undertaking in his journey to 

reach the pinnacle of our great sport. If one were to take a panoramic view of all Jadon’s awards 

and accolades, his top tier achievements to this point in his journey is impressive to say the least, 

but to Jadon, it is not the medals, trophies, or outward display of fame that brings forth personal 

satisfaction, it is intrinsic motivation; Autonomy, Purpose, and Mastery. Simply put, it is “the grind” 

of training hard while pursuing a dream that he enjoys a great deal followed by the satisfaction of 

achieving that dream. This process drives him more than anything else and has been the force 

behind his incredible work ethic since an early age. According to Jadon, the job is not finished. 

Presently, he is preparing for his next competition at the Tallinn Open and for future national and 

world level competitions. His ultimate goal of being the best in the world is in his sights, but he 

understands that there is a lot more work ahead. It has been an honor to meet Jadon and his 

family and I wish him the best in the future years to come. I truly believe that Jadon is destined to 

wrestle and in order for him to achieve his ultimate dream will require that he conquers the 

dreams of all his future opponents. From what I have been able to observe in my short time 

knowing Jadon is that he has a huge reservoir internally, this capacity to leverage discomfort, 

adversity, and circumstance to drive himself to navigate through obstacles to achieve his goals. 

Furthermore, I believe he looks at pain, sacrifice, and the overwhelming amount of commitment 

required as a catalyst for his growth and achievement. What lies ahead of him is a large 

undertaking, but history has shown that Jadon is built for it and up for the challenge. FOLLOW 

YOUR DREAMS!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jadon training with Suples WC coaches Ivan Ivanov and Mitko Georgiev (Photo/TIER 1). 



  

  

 

TRAINING SCHEDULE – SUPLES WC (9 practices per week) 
 
Mon, Thurs, and Friday: 5:45 AM – 7:00 AM (Strength and conditioning) 
 

Mon – Friday: 6:00 PM – 8:00 PM (Technique, live drills, etc.) 
▪ Monday: Technique 
▪ Tuesday: Live wrestling 
▪ Wednesday: Strength and conditioning 
▪ Thursday: Technique/Live wrestling 
▪ Friday: Technique/Live wrestling 

 
Saturday: 9:00 AM – 11:00 AM (Strength, condition, running outside) 
 

Total: ~16 hours/week (Every month of the year, except August) 
 

STRIVING FOR HIS GOALS WITH TOTAL COMMITMENT 
STATE – REGIONAL – NATIONAL– INTERNATIONAL – OLYMPIC 

 

13 YEARS ON THE MAT 

OVER 1,100 MATCHES 

OVER 12,000 HOURS OF TRAINING WITH WORLD CLASS COACHES 
 



 

   

JADON’S COACHES AND MENTORS  
Past and Present 

IVAN IVANOV 
SUPLES WC (Boise, ID) 

Olympian/World Silver Medalist 
(Bulgaria) 

 
 

DIMITAR “Mitko” GEORGIEV 
SUPLES WC (Boise, ID) 

2x Bulgarian  
National Champion 

IVAN DELCHEV 
SUPLES WC (Boise, ID) 

5x Bulgarian  
National Champion 

AHAD JAVANSALEHI 
SUPLES WC (Boise, ID) 

2x Olympian (Iran) 

RICK PALOMINO, SR. 
PALOMINO ACADEMY (San Jose, CA) 

CA State Champion 
2x All-American 

RICK PALOMINO, JR. 
PALOMINO ACADEMY (San Jose, CA) 

CA State Champion 
All-American 

OTHER COACHES & MENTORS: Kenneth Cook (CYC – Concord, CA), Mark Halverson (CYC – Concord, CA), Enktur 

Badamsaikahan (CYC – Concord, CA), Hugh Suenaga (Olympic Coaching Staff), Troy Tirapelle (Buchanan WC, CA). 

“Gold medals aren’t really made of gold. They’re made of 

sweat, determination and a hard-to-find alloy called guts.” 

- Dan Gable 

 



 

 

TIER 1: How did you first get involved in the sport of wrestling? 
 

JADON: I was playing T-Ball along with other sports, but those 

activities never really appealed to me. I came off the field one day 

and told my parents that I wanted to wrestle in college (age 4). They 

responded with, “What do you mean by wrestling…WWE?” After 

researching the internet for wrestling opportunities in our area, my 

Mom found the Concord Youth Center (CYC) and entered me into a 

camp. It was there I first met Coach Kenneth Cook. Although the camp was for wrestlers ages 5 and 

above, Coach Cook allowed me to participate…I spent the next few days wrestling for 8 hours each 

day. I never missed a practice or opportunity to compete from that point forward. I was hooked! 
 

TIER 1: Since first stepping on the mat at the age of 4, you have excelled in all styles of wrestling; 

Folkstyle, Freestyle, and Greco-Roman. What is it about Greco that motivates you to focus mostly 

on this style?  
 

JADON: It’s all about technique and mastering the dynamics of Greco. Unlike the other styles of 

wrestling where the opportunity to score from multiple scrambling position is much greater, the 

Greco style is limited in scoring opportunities…far more difficult and requires mastery of technique 

and execution to score, especially at the highest level of competition. It’s the toughest of the three 

styles to master. 
 

TIER 1: What drives you to excel at the highest level?  
 

JADON: I love the “GRIND”…working to the point of exhaustion. It’s the process of reaching the 

pinnacle of a sport and life that drives me. The sport of wrestling provides me this reality.  
 

TIER 1: Who has been your biggest influence in the sport of wrestling? 
 

JADON: Coach Ivan Ivanov.  
 

TIER 1: You have been with the Suples Wrestling Club since 2014. In a few words, describe your 

Suples training experience. 
 

JADON: Everything we do in our training system is efficient; warm-ups, drilling, live wrestling, 

strength and conditioning, and mental preparation. It all leads back to wrestling.  

Q&A with Jadon 

10x ALL-AMERICAN 

DEDICATION – DESIRE – DETERMINATION (3 Ds) 



TIER 1: What did it feel like to be on the world stage representing the United States 

in the Championship finals of the U15 World Championships in Budapest? 
 

JADON: What I remember is stepping on the mat, I then shook hands with the 

Ukrainian kid (Hlib Firsov), who was a lot taller than me…I was very nervous and 

expected it to be a tough match and it was from whistle to whistle.  

TIER 1: What went through your mind when you realized that you were a World 

Champion? 
 

JADON: It was a big relief, a release of pressure, and weight off my shoulders…a realization that I 

achieved one of my goals that I had been striving for since I was four years old.  
 

TIER 1: Having won a Greco-Roman World Championship in the U15, what is your next goal as you 

transition from the Cadet to Junior level? 
 

JADON: I want to make a Junior World Team and win a Junior World Championships.  
 

TIER 1: Did the COVID pandemic affect your training and preparation for the 2021 Cadet World Trials 

and World Championships? 
 

JADON: Not really! It was business as usual. We (Suples) took a temporary break during the 

shutdown, but then not too long after continued training no differently than before the pandemic.  
 

TIER 1: Since placing 7th at the 2021 Cadet World Championships, what changes have you made, if 

any, in your preparation for future international competitions? 
 

JADON: Increasing my mastery of technique and knowledge of Greco…Continuous improvement and 

adapting to new techniques and strategies.  
 

TIER 1: What are your fondest memories growing up in the sport of wrestling, especially during the 

beginning of your career at CYC, the Palomino Academy, and early days at Suples Wrestling Club? 
 

JADON: : I loved going to the big tournaments on the weekend. Tournament experiences are among 

my favorite memories. During my younger years, around ages 4 to 8, my friends and I would play 

with our toys between matches…It was a lot fun. 

 

 

 

 



TIER 1: It’s my understanding that you have traveled to 

several countries around the world to compete. What 

have you learned from your travels?  
 

JADON: I have had the opportunity to embrace myself 

into many different cultures throughout my travels. I 

have made friendships, eaten great food, and trained 

with countless athletes from different countries and 

been able to experience a little bit of everyone’s culture 

and lifestyle while sharing a bit of mine as well.  
  
TIER 1: I am sure people have asked you this one 

particular question. Why don’t you compete for your 

high school team at Mountain View? 
 

JADON: I have chosen not to compete for Mountain View because I have other goals that I want to 

achieve and don’t see high school wrestling as the best outlet to help me achieve those goals. It is a 

little unusual, but I am doing what I think is best to become the best in the world. 
 

TIER 1: What is your ultimate goal(s) in the sport wrestling?  
 

JADON: To win a World and Olympic title, but more importantly, I want to be the best Greco-Roman 

wrestler ever.  
 

TIER 1: What life lessons have you learned from wrestling? 
 

JADON: Task management (e.g., studying for school), focus, determination, and discipline.  
 

TIER 1: Is there an Olympian, World level wrestler, or someone outside the sport of wrestling that 

you want to aspire to be someday?  
 

JADON: My father (Brian). He’s a commercial fisherman in Alaska and the hardest working person I 

know. He never makes excuses and is always there for me.  
 

TIER 1: It has been my observation that your involvement with wrestling is truly a total family affair. 

Please describe. 
 

JADON: My family has moved all over California and eventually to Idaho for the best coaches we 

could find for the goals I had. When I became serious about freestyle and Greco and wanted to be 

the best at it, it was clear I needed to be in Idaho so my family packed up and moved to another 

state for me to have the coaches I needed to be the best. 

Jadon training with Coach Mitko Georgiev 



TIER 1: Outside the sport of wrestling, what other hobbies or interests do you have? 
 

JADON: I love to ride my bike with my Dad, whether its trails, bike parks, or just on the road. 
 

TIER 1: How old were you when you realized that you wanted to become a World and Olympic 

Champion? 
 

JADON: I was about 8 years old when I got serious about the goals I had and started wrestling more 

freestyle and Greco. My parents never really cared what sport I played, but my Dad encouraged me 

to be the best in the world at whatever I did. So naturally I had set the goal of Olympic Champion. 

From there on, we had moved from San Jose to Clovis seeking out better wrestling and eventually 

Suples to pursue my Greco and freestyle dreams of World and Olympic gold.  
 

TIER 1: What advice would you give a young wrestler showing interest in Greco-Roman? 
 

JADON: Search for a good coach that understands the dynamics of Greco-Roman wrestling. 

Someone that is knowledgeable and loves Greco. 
 

TIER 1:  Someday your career on the mat will come to an end. Do you plan to be involved with 

wrestling beyond your mat career? 
 

JADON: I always want to be involved with the sport of wrestling in some form or another…I want to 

give back, whether its coaching, volunteering, or mentoring. Wrestling is my life. 
 

TIER 1:  One final question, when you proposed to your parents at the age of 4 that you wanted to 

wrestle in college, how or where did you come up with this idea? What influenced you?  
 

JADON: I’m not sure where the idea of wrestling came from. I never had any friends, family, or 

teachers wrestle. I never saw it on TV either, so I’m not sure why I asked to wrestle, but I’m glad I 

did. 

 
 

 

“Everything we do in our training system is efficient; Warm-ups, 

drilling, live wrestling, strength and conditioning, and mental 

preparation. It all leads back to wrestling.” 
 

        - Jadon Skellenger   

4x TRIPLE CROWN WINNER – CALIFORNIA/IDAHO 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

INTERNATIONAL  
 7th Place U15 Cadet Greco-Roman World Championships – Budapest, Hungary (65 Kg), 2021 
 Cadet Greco-Roman World Team – Budapest, Hungary (65 Kg), 2021 
 U15 Greco-Roman World Champion – Budapest, Hungary (62 Kg), 2019 
 Tallinn Open Europe’s Largest Tournament – Freestyle & Greco Gold Medal, 2019 
 Malurcupen, Sweden – Gold Medalist, 2018 
 International Le Creusot Open Cup France –  Gold Medalist, 2018 
 Pan Am Silver Medalist – Greco-Roman, 2018 
 Pan Am Silver Medalist – Freestyle, 2018 
 Netherlands International Easter Tournament – Silver Medalist, 2017 
 

NATIONAL  
 UWW Cadet Greco-Roman World Team Trials – Gold (65 Kg) *OW, 2021 
 UWW Cadet Freestyle World Team Trials – Silver (65 Kg), 2021 
 15U National Greco-Roman Champion & USA World Team 62Kg, 2019 
 National Freestyle All American, 2018 
 Greco-Roman All American (14U), 2017 
 National Team USA Wrestling, 2017 
 Freestyle National Champion, 2017 
 US Open Greco-Roman Champion, 2017 
 Tulsa Nationals – 3rd Place, 2015 
 National Folkstyle All-American, 2012 
 National Greco-Roman Champion/All-American, 2012 
 National Freestyle Finalist/All-American, 2012 

 

REGIONAL 
 Junior Western Regional Champion Freestyle & Greco-Roman (145), 2021 
 Western Regional Greco-Roman Champion, 2018 
 Reno Worlds Medalist, 2015 
 Western Regionals Outstanding Wrestler, 2014 
 Western Regional Greco-Roman Champion, 2014 
 Reno Worlds – 2nd Place 8U 67, 2013 

 

STATE (California/Idaho) 

 Idaho State Triple Crown Champion (FS/GR/Folkstyle), 2019 
 Idaho State Triple Crown Champion (FS/GR/Folkstyle), 2018 
 Idaho State Champion – Greco-Roman, 2017 
 Idaho State Champion – Freestyle, 2017 
 Idaho State Freestyle Champion, 2016 
 Idaho State Triple Crown Champion (FS/GR/Folkstyle), 2015 
 Idaho Freestyle State Champion, 2014 
 USA Idaho Greco-Roman State Champion, 2014 
 California Triple Crown Champion Kids Bantam Div. (FS/GR/Folkstyle), 2012 

 

JADON’S TOP TIER ACCOMPLISHEMNTS 

2019 U15 WORLD CHAMPION 

Vision + Commitment + Sacrifice + Hard Work = WORLD CHAMPION 



  

ROAD TO THE 2019 U15 GRECO WORLD GOLD AND BEYOND 

62 kg U15 WORLD MEDALISTS 
GOLD: Jadon Skellenger (USA) 

SILVER: Hlib Firsov (Ukraine) 

BRONZE: Krisztián Kadas (Hungary) 

BRONZE: Tangirkul Aibek (Kazakhstan) 

“Jadon has been one of our most dedicated SUPLES 

wrestlers. He sets high goals and is constantly pursuing 

them.” 
 

        - Coach Ivan Ivanov 



  

JADON’S WRESTLING CAREER TIMELINE 
2008 and Beyond 

 

 

 

 

2019 U15 World Championships – Skellenger wins Gold! 



 

 

  

JADON’S WORLD TRAVELS & COMPETITION 

ESTONIA 

RUSSIA 

MEXICO FRANCE 

CANADA 

SWEDEN 

BULGARIA 

HUNGARY 

NETHERLANDS 



  

TRAINING AT SUPLES 
October 2021 



 

  

TRAINING AT SUPLES 
October 2021 



 

 

 

 

  

  

JADON THROUGH THE YEARS 

California Triple Crown Winner 

The Skellenger Family 

Hugh Suenaga and Jadon “Olympic Ring”  

Showing Progress 



  

JADON THROUGH THE YEARS 

Jadon and Coach Ivan Ivanov (Suples) 

CYC Award (age 6) 

From an early age; Eat, sleep, and live wrestling (24/7) 

Fun time at tournaments 



 

 

  

JADON THROUGH THE YEARS 

2012 National Kids Greco-Roman Champion/3x All-American 

2021 Cadet World Championships 

World Team Trials “OW” 

Idaho Triple Crown Winner  



JADON THROUGH THE YEARS 



 

 

 

 

 

Suples WC (L to R): Ivan Ivanov, Jadon Skellenger, Al Fontes (TIER 1 Editor), and Mitko Georgiev  

FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS! 
PHOTO: TIER 1 

PHOTO: Idaho Press 


